Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE STATS:
Steve Garvey deserves to be in the Hall of Fame.
Let’s compare Steve with Hall of Famer Lou Brock.
They each had 19 years in the Bigs.
Brock had 10,332 at bats and 3,023 hits.
Garvey had 8,835 and 2,599.
Brock had a .293 lifetime average; Garvey a .294.
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Brock a .344 OBP and .410 SLG; Garvey a .333 and .446.
Brock led the league in runs twice; Garvey twice in hits.
Brock had 149 homers; Garvey 272.
What is the reason? Although Garvey’s nickname was “Mr. Clean” because of his conduct
throughout his career, his wife alleged that he had numerous affairs, that he fathered children
with two other mothers. He didn’t gamble like Rose, or assault like Cobb, or philander like
Ruth. Shame on the voters.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Effect of Voluntary Distribution out of Joint Account on Estate Distribution

FACTS:
Joint surviving owner of bank account with decedent “gave” his sisters monies from the account
before he opened the decedent’s estate. The Will called for equal distribution among the
siblings. The joint owner balked at an equal distribution claim “his” distributions should have
been treated as advancements.
The Lower Court and Court of Appeals ruled, in the absence of evidence of his claims, there
must be equal distribution and in the absence of such evidence that there was no gratuity
intended; the transfer was gratuitous.
The Court of Appeals would have been better not speaking of the absence of evidence of loan.
Even if there had been written loan documentation, the Appellant could not be entitled to vary
the distribution. Appellant would have had a chose in action and if an unequal distribution were
allowed the Court of Appeals would have allowed execution without judgment. Since Appellant
was acting in his own interest rather than for the estate, hopefully, the Probate Judge will allow
him no attorney fees for that issue and award Appellees theirs under In Re Hammond.
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